THINK U KNOW - Cyber Safety Presentation
On Thursday 11th February 2016 at 7.00pm we will have a speaker from Think U Know coming to talk to parents and staff about cyber safety for children. Cyber safety is a big issue at the moment and one that we take seriously at STM. Please pop this date and time into your calendar so that you can attend this very important free session.

http://www.thinkuknow.org.au/site/

FAIR PROFIT
THE SCHOOL FAIR MADE OVER $12 000 THIS YEAR. THESE FUNDS WILL BE USED FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE CHILDREN. THANK YOU TO EVERYONE WHO CONTRIBUTED.

MyTern Presentation: 2 February 2016
From the website: http://myternicity.com.au/
MYTERN teaches you to take control of your response to everyday stresses and challenges, helping you to keep emptying your glass so that it doesn’t become too heavy or feel impossible to hold. We cannot eliminate stress and challenges from our lives. Therefore, as a preventative strategy, MYTERN teaches people of all ages how to create health out of everyday stressors; tackling the problem at the ground level, so individuals don’t end up feeling overwhelmed, but in control.

Based on neuroscience and positive psychology, MYTERN is a time and cost effective resilience building intervention designed to teach individuals how to build their own emotional intelligence and resilience; increasing mental, physical and emotional health; teaching them how to take control of their overall wellbeing.

LOST
A silver ring in Campbell St outside the school.
If found please bring into school office.

LAUNCESTON YOUTH THEATRE ENSEMBLE
ENROLMENTS OPEN FOR 2016
Enrolments are now open for LYTE’s 2016 ensemble, for young people from prep-grade 12. This is your chance to become part of our ensemble and participate in exciting theatre workshops and productions.

Being a member of LYTE will develop your creativity, confidence and communication skills and help you realise your full potential. LYTE is a company for everyone, those who may wish to become actors and those who may not. You will receive excellent acting training, great insight into theatre craft and professional practise, and be part of an inspiring and nurturing arts ensemble. No previous experience is required.

Jane Johnson P> 0402 634 820 E> janejohnson@gmail.com
W> lyte.virb.com
FB> Launceston Youth Theatre Ensemble

happy holidays